The calculation of the oscillation frequency of a single-mode laser oscillator is examined systematically. Mode-pulling formulas are developed for a variety of laser systems, and the limitations of a standard approximation are explored.
I. INTRODUCTION The oscillation frequency of a laser is an important parameter for many applications, and much eFort has been expended on techniques for the stabilization or controlled modulation of the laser frequency. A successful understanding of such techniques presupposes that one has a suSciently accurate method of frequency calculation. The simplest concept of the longitudinal mode frequency being an integer multiple of the speed of light divided by the cavity length is often inadequate because of refraction and more complicated dispersion effects of the laser medium. The purpose of this study has been to systematically reexamine the methods of calculating the oscillation frequency in the simplest class of cw single-mode one-dimensional lasers. %hile there would perhaps be some intrinsic value in just reviewing previous modefrequency calculation methods, the emphasis here is on some specific improvements.
The most basic aspects of laser mode calculation were being explored before the first laser was built, ' and a standard mode-pulling formula was introduced by Townes in 1961. The first comprehensive study of mode pulling in homogeneously and inhomogeneously broadened lasers was reported by Bennett, and the semiclassical framework for most rigorous mode-frequency studies was provided by Lamb. Under conditions of very severe mode pulling it was also found that more than one frequency can have the same wavelength in a laser oscillator. The present treatment focuses on improved frequency calculations for the simplest possible ring and standing-wave laser geometries. To increase the practical applicability of the results, the analysis includes a more realistic energy decay scheme than most previous four-level laser models. More fundamentally, it is shown how to avoid an approximation in the field equations that has been employed 1n previous treatments of laser mode B'P(z, t) =p)
The permeability p& and permittivity e& should be understood to include all of the magnetic and dielectric properties of the laser medium except for the polarization P, which is due to the lasing atoms or molecules. The polarization driving this equation can be related back to the off-diagonal density-matrix elements by P(z, t)= f"f" pp. b(u, co.,z, t)dv dco, +c.c. (6) Equations (1 P'(u, co )=P"(u,co ) +~'P;(u, co ) .
With the rotating-wave approximation these substitutions reduce Eqs. (1) - (4) to the new set 0=i(co co -ku-)P '(u, co ) yP '(u-, co ) 1
Then Eqs. (9) - (11)and (13) can be written
With these substitutions, Eq. (16) 
If M(u, co ) is eliminated between Eqs. (17) and (22), one finds that the population difference can be written
where the unsaturated population difference is
2' 2E' ) 0 -oo where the population difference
and the normalized intensity is p E"y y b+yb sI= 2R 2yy, yb (24) ( 25) and sum M(u, co )=p«(u, co )+pbb (v, co ) have also been introduced.
Equations (14) and (15) (20) and (21) become p N(u, co ) [(co -co -kv)/y]E"
With these results, Eqs. (18) and (19) 
Equations (28) and (29) 
Equations (39) and (40) are plotted in Fig. 1 
Equations (46) and (47) 
Equations (58) and (59) 
V. STANDING-WAVE LASERS
In the previous section, Eqs. (1) - (6) were applied to the problem of calculating the mode frequency of ring lasers.
The same equations also govern standing-wave lasers, when one adopts appropriate forms for the electric-field and off-diagonal density-matrix elements. In particular, Eqs. (7) and (8) In a homogeneously broadened laser (co coo), Eqs. (68) and (69) In a Doppler inhomogeneously broadened standing-wave laser, the intensity and frequency are governed by the equations
where W"(v) is the real part of the continued fraction
In this expression a (v) The function a"(u) appearing in Eqs. (73) and (74) is given by the real part of Eq. (76) with the subscript j set equal to zero. Equations (73) and (74) (58) and (59) (58) and (59) are reproduced here: The second integral of interest appears in the numerator of Eq. (Al) and will be identified here as I~:
It is helpful to introduce the new parameters x =ay and p =e( V -y), and then with some simple but tedious manipulations Eq. (A5) can be written to first order in e exp( -2xp -p )dp e (1+sI)+p~t =O p exp( 2tp -p )dp dt -f~e xp( 2tp -p~)dpe (1+sI)+p -e (1+sI)+p X =eexp( -x ) -2 0 p exp( -2qp -p )dp dq e (1+sI)+p q=0 -p exp( 2qp p')dp--e (1+sI)+p exp( -p')dp -~e (1+sI)+p 2 =@exp( -x ) -2 f" -2 f exp(q ) f 0 0 e (1+sI)+p +f -pe p( -p')dp d + -dp e (1+sI)+p -e (1+sI)+p The third integral of interest appears in the numerator of Eq. (A2) and will he identified here as I3.
(A7) (y -V)exp( -e V )dV 1+(y -V) +sI p exp( -2xp -p )dp =exp ( -x ) e (1+sI}+p~r =0 p exp( 2tp -p )dp dt -~p exp( 2tp p~)dp-- 
